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Never leave Paris without it!
VOGUE
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DAVID MALLETT
hair. life. style. 

The sun of his native Australia, the cultured tradition of Europe and worldly essence: all of this has influenced 
David Mallett and his unmistakeable style. He has spent years cultivating the bouncy hair look: initially as 
a freelance hair stylist for international fashion magazines and top photographers and, since 2003, at his 
discreet yet elegant salon at 14 rue Notre Dame des Victoires in Paris. 

Bouncy hair is the perfect balance of shine, volume and exuberance. To achieve it, David has developed a 
range of specially designed hair care and styling products. These are highly concentrated formulas that are 
completely free from any superfluous substances and don’t weigh hair down or damage its delicate structure. 
And it’s not just Academy Award winners, celebrities and supermodels who have fallen in love with these 
qualities.
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THE ESSENCE OF CARE
No unnecessary chemicals

The David Mallett Haircare products create a light and airy hair texture through highly effective skin-friendly 
formulas that are so pure that they are also suitable for very sensitive scalps and allergy sufferers. The scents of 
the perfumed products are carefully measured to ensure their complete compatibility with the skin. 

David Mallett Haircare provides hair with moisture, volume and health with four main ingredients: firstly, with 
Keravis, a plant protein complex that strengthens and protects hair from the central cortex; secondly, through 
unsaturated macadamia nut oil with palmitoleic acid, which enables moisture and nutrients to be locked in 
by sealing the cuticle; thirdly through the vitamin-rich Japanese nori red algae for elasticity and smoothness; 
and finally, through calcium- and magnesium-rich Murray River salt for more hair vitality.
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HAIR CARE RANGE  No.1: L’HYDRATATION
L’Hydration counters harmful environmental influences and constant damage caused to hair by daily blow-
drying and styling – in the salon, customers often look for a product range specifically designed to care for 
damaged hair without leaving it greasy or weighing it down.

In response to this, David Mallett developed his care range No.1: L’HYDRATATION for normal to dry hair. 
Consisting of Shampoo No.1, Conditioner No.1 and Mask No.1, the range offers a carefully coordinated kit 
to deliver maximum moisture. Durable and thorough, it does not weigh hair down with any residue, leaving 
a light feeling with a lasting effect and vitality for perfect styling. Lifestyle magazine Grazia acknowledged 
David with its Beauty Award for ‘a hair product that heralds a new era’.
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SHAMPOO No.1: L’HYDRATATION
Unique because it is completely fragrance-free, Shampoo No.1: L’HYDRATATION is the ultimate essence of 
David Mallett’s credo: ‘Only add what’s really necessary!’

The strength of Shampoo No.1: L’HYDRATATION lies in reducing the ingredients to only the necessary. With its 
light lather, it cleans normal and dry hair, particularly hair that has been damaged by frequent blow-drying, 
styling or chemical treatment. 

The main active ingredient in Shampoo No.1: L’HYDRATATION is a refined macadamia nut oil. It gently 
opens hair cuticles, enabling the penetration of moisture and beneficial nutrients into the hair. This helps to 
completely regenerate hair, restoring vitality and a healthy shine.

If other styling products have been used, David recommends thoroughly brushing hair with a natural bristle 
brush to remove any residue before washing with Shampoo No.1: L’HYDRATATION.

Thanks to its concentrated formula, Shampoo No.1: L’HYDRATATION can be used very sparingly. Gently 
massage a small amount of shampoo (depending on hair length) into wet hair. Rinse and repeat if necessary.

 250 ml $ 45 
 50 ml $ 11 

This product is 

PURE
allergens, animal derived 
ingredients, formaldehyde, 
mineral oils, MIT, parabens, 
pesticides, phthalates, 

synthetic colours

WITHOUT
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CONDITIONER No.1: L’HYDRATATION
The highly effective care formula of Conditioner No.1: L’HYDRATATION has a creamy consistency. It penetrates 
the hair cuticle and locks in moisture, strengthening the hair structure from inside whilst preventing residue 
build-up and facilitating styling. Conditioner No.1: L’HYDRATATION is fragrance-free and therefore suitable for 
even the most sensitive or allergy-prone scalp.

The main active ingredient in Conditioner No.1: L’HYDRATATION is Keravis, a plant protein complex with 
a chemical composition that enables penetration right into the hair cortex. It strengthens from inside, 
smoothing the follicle. Hair is left silky-soft with an incredible shine.

Conditioner No.1: Massage L’HYDRATATION into wet, washed hair – comb through, leave to work, comb again 
and rinse thoroughly. For very damaged hair, conditioner can be left on for up to 20 minutes. 

Conditioner No.1: L’HYDRATATION can be used daily after washing with Shampoo No.1: L’HYDRATATION. When 
used together, both products from the L’HYDRATATION range achieve results that last even longer.

 250 ml $ 5 0
 50 ml $ 13

This product is 

PURE
allergens, animal derived 
ingredients, formaldehyde, 
mineral oils, MIT, parabens, 
pesticides, phthalates, sulfates, 

synthetic colours

WITHOUT
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 180 ml $ 75
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MASK No.1: L’HYDRATATION
Mask No.1: L’HYDRATATION contains a highly effective formula with a creamy consistency. It provides a 
turbo-blast of lasting moisture for normal to very dry hair. Hair immediately feels stronger, regenerated 
and revitalised – without being weighed down. Its fragrance-free composition means that Mask No.1: 
L’HYDRATATION is ideal for sensitive and allergy-prone scalps.

The main active ingredient in Mask No.1: L’HYDRATATION is Keravis, an extremely powerful protein complex 
that is also present in its basic form in Conditioner No.1: L’HYDRATATION. In the mask, its enriched formula 
unfolds intensely, penetrating deep into your hair to provide targeted repair at a molecular level. 

Mask No.1: L’HYDRATATION creates a silky shine and restores your hair’s natural suppleness. It retains 
its youthful bounce and combats the effects of adverse weather and other challenging environmental 
conditions.

Apply Mask No.1: L’HYDRATATION evenly in washed, towel-dried hair. Pay particular attention to brittle ends. 
As a weekly treatment, leave the mask on for five to ten minutes. For a more intense moisturising effect, the 
mask can be left on for up to 30 minutes. When ready, comb through and rinse hair thoroughly.

For maximum effect, apply Mask No.1: L’HYDRATATION to towel-dried hair and wrap in a warm towel. This 
way, the mask can be left in for around 30 minutes during a bath or sauna.

This product is 

PURE
allergens, animal derived 
ingredients, formaldehyde, 
mineral oils, MIT, parabens, 
pesticides, phthalates, sulfates, 

synthetic colours

WITHOUT
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HAIR CARE RANGE No.2: LE VOLUME
In contrast to other hair types, fine hair demands much more protection and restorative care. This also applies 
to hair that is severely damaged due to frequent blow-drying and straightening. Without a constant supply of 
vitamins and trace elements, fine hair quickly become brittle and fragile.

No.2: LE VOLUME was developed by David Mallett as a specific answer to the requirements of this hair type. 
The products in this care range do not contain any unnecessary additives which could weigh hair down. They 
lend hair structure, perfect volume and visible vitality, meaning it can be styled as you please. Normal hair 
benefits from additional volume, too.
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SHAMPOO No.2: LE VOLUME
In contrast to conventional shampoos, Shampoo No.2: LE VOLUME does not contain silicones or other 
substances that weigh hair down. Hair is left invigorated after every wash, shines with vitality and has a firm 
hold. And once dried, the bouncy-hair effect is as good as guaranteed.

The main active ingredient in Shampoo No.2: LE VOLUME is the Japanese red algae, nori. It is rich in proteins, 
vitamins A, B and C and trace elements. The unique formula of Shampoo No.2: LE VOLUME also includes 
particularly mild surfactants with a reduced soap content and no aggressive chemicals. As a result, it is also 
ideal for use on sensitive or allergic scalps. 

With its subtle scent of green tea, Shampoo No.2: LE VOLUME invigorates and refreshes the senses. Your hair 
feels light again and exudes vitality – the best conditions for limitless styling.

Apply Shampoo No.2: LE VOLUME to wet hair, gently massaging the scalp. Rinse thoroughly and repeat if 
necessary.

After washing with Shampoo No.2: LE VOLUME, hair can be dried with a towel, thoroughly massaging the 
roots to ensure optimal aeration from below. This makes hair much easier to blow-dry and gives better results.

 250 ml $ 45

This product is 

PURE
allergens, animal derived 
ingredients, formaldehyde, 
mineral oils, MIT, parabens, 
pesticides, phthalates, sulfates, 

synthetic colours

WITHOUT
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SPRAY No.2: LE VOLUME
Spray No.2: LE VOLUME makes hair noticeably stronger with added volume. It is given new vitality and a silky 
shine. Used daily, it provides lasting volume and brings a touch of glamour to every hairstyle.

The main active ingredient in Spray No.2: LE VOLUME is Japanese nori extract. It is rich in proteins, vitamins A, 
C and B12 and trace elements. As a result, it plays a key role in restoring youthful resilience to limp hair. 

Spray No.2: LE VOLUME has regenerative properties which reach deep into the roots, leaving hair sleek with a 
captivating shine. It enables practically limitless styling. 

Spritz Spray No.2: LE VOLUME to the roots of washed, towel-dried hair. Comb through to spread evenly. Do 
not rinse! Apply a little more over the finished style. This light finish gives hair definition and hold.

For a great evening look and to achieve a maximum of volume, work Spray No.2: LE VOLUME into towel-dried 
hair. To create lift from the roots, gently massage the scalp. Then pre-dry hair upside down, blow-dry and 
style.

 150 ml $ 40

This product is 

PURE
allergens, animal derived 
ingredients, formaldehyde, 
mineral oils, MIT, parabens, 
pesticides, phthalates, sulfates, 

synthetic colours

WITHOUT
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STYLING AND FINISHING PRODUCTS
With the success of No.1: L’HYDRATION and No.2: LE VOLUME, demand has been growing for styling products 
that perfectly complement the cleansing and care ranges by David Mallett. Here, too, our aim was to create 
formulas that does not weigh hair down.

Each of our three styling products has a different focus: Hair Serum #DM027 gives hair a nutrient-rich finish. 
Australian Salt Spray guarantees David Mallett’s trademark bouncy hair look. The Beard Balm, finally, was 
developed exclusively for men who want to treat their facial hair just as well as their hair on top.
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HAIR SERUM #DM027
The main active ingredient in the Hair Serum #DM027 is macadamia nut oil. Rich in palmitoleic acid, it restores 
and invigorates dull, dehydrated hair. This omega-7 fatty acid smoothes and seals the hair cuticle, preserving 
moisture and nutrients. It protects hair from the inside out, providing fresh vitality and a natural, silky shine. 

Hair Serum #DM027 gives hair definition and structure whilst protecting against sun, wind and negative 
environmental influences. It can smooth or accentuates curls, stabilises hair colour and facilitates combing.

For normal hair, apply two to three pumps (for dry hair, more) over towel-dried hair and use the fingertips to 
work through the entire length of the hair. Blow-dry or leave to dry naturally. 

For fresh, natural curls, David Mallett recommends applying Hair Serum #DM027, dividing the hair into three 
or four strands, twirling and briefly blow-drying. Use your fingers to finish the style.

 50 ml $ 80

This product is 

PURE
allergens, animal derived 
ingredients, formaldehyde, 
mineral oils, MIT, parabens, 
pesticides, phthalates, sulfates

WITHOUT
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AUSTRALIAN SALT SPRAY
Australian Salt Spray perfectly recreates the effect the combination of sun, seawater and sea breeze gives 
your hair. It creates beach-tousled curls, and gives hair a firm hold and natural volume. 

The main active ingredient in Australian Salt Spray is the exquisite Murray River salt from New South Wales, 
Australia. Previously a well-kept secret reserved for international gourmet kitchens, its high magnesium 
and calcium content proves particularly beneficial for hair. It is extremely mild and is completely free from 
additives or preservatives. 

Australian Salt Spray improves the hair texture without making it either heavy and sticky or dry. Your hair will 
fall naturally, giving you a perfect beach holiday look!

To activate the ingredients in Australian Salt Spray, shake the bottle several times. Apply three to six times 
over wet or dry hair and style using your fingers. Leave to dry naturally or blow-dry.

For a perfect after-beach look, David Mallett recommends applying a generous amount of Australian Salt 
Spray onto hair and using your fingers to create a tousled style. Leave to dry naturally. For a wavy effect, blow-
dry hair and twirl into strands.

 150 ml $ 40

This product is 

PURE
animal derived ingredients, 
formaldehyde, mineral oils, 
MIT, parabens, pesticides, 
phthalates, sulfates, synthetic 

colours

WITHOUT
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 75 ml $ 35
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BEARD BALM
The Beard Balm formula only contains top-quality active ingredients without any unnecessary additives. 

The main active ingredient in Beard Balm is Keravis. This highly powerful plant protein complex is also used by 
David Mallett in his hair care range No.1: L’HYDRATATION. Its concentrated formula penetrates the hair fibre, 
working from deep within. Moisture is locked in and hair is supplied with nutrients to create a natural shine. 
Moustaches and beards are left smooth and noticeably softer.

Beard Balm has a subtle scent of bergamot and yuzu, giving  an immediate sensation of invigorating 
freshness.

Beard Balm is free from additives and artificial colourings, and is therefore suitable for even the most sensitive 
skin types.

Beard Balm tames unruly facial hair, giving it structure and defined contour. 

Work a small amount of Beard Balm through the beard with a comb or your fingers. Then either rinse 
thoroughly or leave in. 

David Mallett recommends leaving the Beard Balm in for five minutes before rinsing. This gives the nutrients 
time to penetrate deeper into the hair, thus offering more intensive protection against the cold or the sun.

This product is 

PURE
animal derived ingredients, 
formaldehyde, mineral oils, 
MIT, parabens, pesticides, 
phthalates, sulfates, synthetic 

colours

WITHOUT
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SCENTED CANDLES
David Mallett not only stands for natural hair styling, but also for a certain lifestyle. It is the buoyant, laid-back 
atmosphere that welcomes you into another world as soon as you enter the salon. Something that is difficult 
to put into words finds its expression in the fragrance of David Mallett’s two scented candles LE SALON EN 
ÉTÉ and LE SALON EN HIVER.

Our scented candles are handcrafted by the oldest candle manufacturer in France using only finest vegetable 
wax.
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CANDLE: LE SALON EN ÉTÉ
David Mallett knew exactly what he wanted to the candle to be. He wanted it to reflect the Salon in Summer, 
to recreate the scent of the sea of summer flowers on the salon terrace.

Top notes of ivy, lemon and mandarin dance with hints of black pepper. Then, the heart notes slowly 
elaborate to reveal a floral potpourri of hyacinth, jasmine, lily of the valley and violet, before finally preparing 
for the gentle transition to the base note, which delivers one last surprise with hints of white musk, 
sandalwood and cedar, tonka beans and green moss.

 185 gr $ 80
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CANDLE: LE SALON EN HIVER
A candle that bestows an ambience of well-being on cold winter days. David Mallett took his inspiration 
from a visit to the Caucasus one Christmas holiday. The smell of old wood, a crackling fire and the sacred 
atmosphere within the ancient walls of the third century monastery where he stayed. The magic of this 
ambience finds its translation in the fragrance of Le Salon en Hiver.

Top notes of zesty bergamot, lemon and aromatic cinnamon unfold, while hints of rose and Egyptian 
geranium reveal echoes of summer in the heart note. The base note is dominated by woody vetiver and 
tobacco.

 185 gr $ 80
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THE CHEMIST
LUC JUGLA
With a degree in chemistry with specialisation in cosmetics, Luc’s 
first professional experience was working for a perfumer. After 
this, he took over the management of a commodity trading firm 
for cosmetics. Today, he works with world-renowned brands that 
outsource part or all of their product development. 

Luc is a resolute advocate of formulas based on as many 
natural ingredients as possible that simultaneously ensure top 
effectiveness. Thanks to his expertise, he works for several French 
and international brands, including l’Artisan Parfumeur, Kenzo, 
Hermès and Aveda. Luc has been part of the team from the very 
beginning, and his unmistakeable signature is evident on all 
product developments by David Mallett Haircare.

THE PERFUMER
EMMANUEL PHILIP  
The French region of Grasse is the world’s capital of fragrance. It 
was here that Emmanuel arrived into the world, and as the son 
of a perfumer, his professional goal of becoming a Créateur de 
Parfum was already instilled in the cradle. After an apprenticeship 
and studies, he began working for a small studio in Paris. It was 
here that he developed his first fragrances for major European 
brands. 

In 2006, he joined forces with a partner to establish his own 
company, PCA. PCA creates fragrances for industrial customers 
from the fashion and luxury cosmetics branches, in addition to 
small niche labels and many companies that, at first sight, have 
nothing to do with fragrance. Alongside David Mallett, his clients 
include Cire Trudon, Fornasetti Profumi, Louis Vuitton, Boucheron, 
Sothys, Habitat, NUSE, PSA Peugeot Citroën and numerous 
fragrance marketers, luxury hotels and department stores.

THE DESIGNER
OLIVIER PASCALIE 
Olivier Pascalie studied at ENSAAMA (a Paris university of applied 
arts) under famous teachers like Serge Mouille and Valentine 
Goetz-Lemahieuw. In 1993, he opened his own studio, Atelier 
Pascalie. His team of approximately 30 staff is predominantly 
composed of graphic and 3D designers. Work is done on two 
houseboats, which are moored on the banks of the Seine in the 
Parisian suburb of Asnières-sur-Seine.

Today, Atelier Pascalie represents a highly creative laboratory for 
new ideas. His clients include international corporations such 
as Garnier, Maybelline and L’Oréal. Atelier Pascalie also designs 
packaging for luxury labels like Armani Privé, Christian Louboutin 
and, of course, David Mallett.

THE SPECIALISTS BEHIND DAVID MALLETT HAIRCARE
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DAVID MALLETT Haircare SARL
15 rue Claude Tillier

75012 Paris
+33 1 55 25 69 90

haircare@david-mallett.com
www.david-mallett.com

davidpirrotta DISTRIBUTION, Inc 
7424 1/2 Sunset Blvd., Suite 5

Los Angeles, CA 90046
PH 323.645.7456

info@davidpirrotta.com  
davidpirrotta.com





www.david-mallett.com


